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Indefinite detention
The Times (The Brief), PoliticsHome - A Commons bill could finally put a limit on
the time migrants can be held, removing a stain from the nation's justice system,
writes Richard Atkins QC, Chair of the Bar.
Atkins writes: “There is no limit on the time that the Home Office can detain
migrants while facilitating their removal from the UK. This indefinite detention is a
stain on our justice system. Thankfully though, MPs will soon have the opportunity
to expunge it when the Government’s Immigration Bill returns to the House of
Commons for report stage. A cross party group of MPs is calling for a 28-day time
limit on detention and for bail hearings to take place within 96 hours of detention.
All being well, these proposals will be put to a vote.
“As Chair of the Bar, I take great pride in promoting our justice system, but
indefinite detention goes against the basic principles that underpin it. This practice
tarnishes our brand and has no place in our civilised society. It is high time for a
time limit.”
CPS fees
New Law Journal - Self-employed barristers prosecuting cases deserve parity with
lawyers employed by the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), the Bar Council has said.
Earlier this month, the civil service trade union, the FDA, negotiated a 10% pay rise
for CPS Crown Prosecutors; increases of up to 8% for prosecutors, professionals and
senior managers; and a 13.5% increase in overtime rates. The rises will be paid over
the course of two years.
Richard Atkins QC, chair of the Bar Council, said he was pleased for CPS lawyers.

“This, however, is in stark contrast to the failure to increase the levels of pay for the
self-employed members of the Bar who provide an essential public service
prosecuting the vast majority of the serious cases tried in the Crown Court,” he said.
“The pay scheme under which self-employed barristers are remunerated has had no
increases since its inception in 2001 (and has therefore been eroded by inflation) and
actually suffered a 5% cut in 2012. There can be no justification for one part of the
system to receive a pay increase whilst another part is ignored.”
Bar Mock Trials
The Journal of the Law Society of Scotland – Senior school students from
throughout the UK will descend on Parliament House in Edinburgh this weekend,
for the final of the UK Bar Mock Trial Competition.
Boclair Academy, Bearsden, will represent Scotland among the 24 winners of
regional heats in a competition run by Young Citizens as a way of gaining insight
into the justice system. Open to students aged 15 to 18 from non-fee-paying schools,
the tournament is supported by the Faculty of Advocates, the Bar Council of
England & Wales, the Bar Library of Northern Ireland, HM Courts & Tribunals
Service, the Circuits and the Inns of Court.
Teams will act out criminal trials in real courtrooms and before real legal
professionals, including judges led by Lord Leveson.
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